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Small is different: atoms and molecules as our building blocks
                             nano, bio and material science
 

More is different: emergent properties of matter

Computational Science: insight into the fields of   Physics, 
Chemistry, Materials Science, Medicine,  Biology, Astrophysics, 
Earth science, Energy, transportation, Domotics, ........

 

NEW CONCEPTS

Nanoelectronics + Nanoptics + Nanophononics
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Interrogate nature ........ 

  .........................................get an answer ???????

 

ETSF: Why and what for? :  Scope 

NEW INFRASTRUCTURES
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Syncrotron
beamlines

Scanning probes

nanophotonics-
metamaterials

Large Investment on new (experimental) 
infrastructure tools to “question nature”....

Time resolved 
spectroscopies
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Example: ELI (The extreme light infrastructure) 
ESFRI project:        outstanding tool !
●Unraveling the ultrafast processes from molecules to quarks  at the 
attosecond timescale
●Phase imaging for next generation medical radiography technique

Interrogating Molecules?

Science, Nov. 2008
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Qbit-control
Leds and laser diods

efficiency

***Seeing is believing*****
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***Seeing is believing*****

                             

 if you understand what you see!!!

100 µm
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answers through ............ theoretical support ??

“Theoretical beamlines”: the ETSF partnership
“1 + 1 more than 2”

eyes for the nano-cosmos

Large Investment on new  infrastructure 

HERE COMES THE ETSF 
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 Science  321, 800 -803 (2008)    

Methods for various materials properties

ETSF

science

scientists

and 

network

ready to 
develop 

new tools 
to match 

users 
demands
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The ETSF is ALREADY working on the 
scientific tools  to address the 

future needs of user communities

Some  additional Examples:

relevance of ETSF-simulations for  
understanding and guide applications

Uniqueness: To be one step ahead. 
Excellence in science and scientific tools
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Fuel cells
Grätzel cells
photovoltaics

ENERGY APPLICATIONS
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Core-level beamline



Global spectral Mapping

Current missions: DAWN, 
Rosseta, New Horizon 

Hi-Res Performance: 
Local spectral mapping

Different: temperatures, grain sizes, 
incidence and reflectance angles
Most commom materials

Olivines (Mg,Fe)2(SiO4)
Pyroxenes (Mg,Fe,Ca)(Si2O6)
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Transport beamlineOptics beamline
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The ETSF network: is the answer

looking at the needs of users in the future
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For more details see:
http://www.etsf.es
http://nano-bio.ehu.es

http://nano-bio.ehu.es/
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